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High Speed Data…

File Transfers
Video
Voice Telephony
Email

Everything you do from your “connected” desk

We have come to rely on high speed data for everything we do.
 What If we lose it….



Seattle’s top hazards…

1. Earthquakes
2. Snow and Ice
3. Windstorms
4. Power Outages
5. Cyber Attacks
6. Landslides
7. Disease Outbreaks
8. Flooding
9. Excessive Heat

10. Tsunamis/Seiches
11. Infrastructure and Structural Failures
12. Fires
13. Transportation Incidents
14. Water Shortages
15. Social Unrest
16. Attacks
17. Hazmat Incidents
18. Volcanic Hazards



Earthquakes in Seattle

1949 Seattle Fault Quake & 2001 Nisqually Quake





THREE DEFINITIONS OF HamWAN

• 1. It is WiFi on Steroids – we’ll compare briefly to home wifi.
• 2. It is a set of standards.
• 3. It is the Puget Sound Data Ring (PSDR)















HamWAN Sector Antenna

HamWAN Client Antenna





High End, long distance, 
Client Requirements

Dish / Radio
CAT5 / RJ45’s
Line of Site

~$350 - $500







NUD to Haystack



NUD to Indianola



NUD to Buck



City Hall to Haystack



City Hall to Buck



Kenmore FS to Haystack



Shoreline FS to Buck



IMPORTANT CONSIDERATIONS

1. This is Amateur Radio – need a control operator, no encryption, no commercial activity, etc.
2. PSDR may or may not be connected to the Internet (in a disaster environment).

But it should remain active in and of itself
Possible backup link by Starlink

File and Winlink server at Seattle EOC
3. Connected to Snohomish County EOC
4. Connected to Washington State Eoc
5. Connected to Seattle EOC
6. Not connected to King County EOC



www.Arednmesh.org



Similar to HamWAN, AREDN utilizes amateur radio frequencies to transport high speed digital data.  However, 
there are many differences.  AREDN nodes are all part of a mesh network, so any specific link can fail without 
taking down the entire network.



We have HamWAN for the backbone, 
shown in red in this illustration.  AREDN 
can help us bridge the “last mile”, bringing 
connection to areas that are not able to 
directly see a HamWAN site.



Locally, we have chosen to 
utilize the 2.4 GHz band, 
using channel -2 which is 
not available to regular wifi 
systems. This gives us a 
clear channel, without 
normal wifi interference.





We (Seattle ACS) see AREDN as being a very viable “last mile” link, to get a high speed data source 
(whatever it is), from wherever it is, to wherever you need it.

You have a good line of sight HamWAN shot available at intersection “x”. You need data 3 blocks south-east 
of that location.  Place a HamWAN client at “x” and use AREDN Mesh to extend that service to where you 
need it 3 blocks away.  Possibly a single two-point mesh, possibly 1 or more intermediate mesh devices. But 
quick and easy to set up, very low power demand, very low “infrastructure” requirement.

IF you can get enough AREDN nodes in a community, you can simply mesh across that entire community 
without nay external connectivity, and still have a very valuable resource.

A possible use:  You have set up multiple soft sided sheltering units (big tents) spread out over a large 
portion of Marymoor Park. With AREDN Mesh connected at a single point to a desired network (internet or 
simply part of your city network even if no internet is available), you could easily set up a laptop and voip 
phone connection at each of the shelters.



And last, but not least…



STARLINK
• Direct connectivity to low-earth-orbit satellites provides global access to the Internet.
• Lightweight, portable, requires clear view of the sky.
• Requires regular 120 VAC power (anywhere from 40 to 200 watts, idles at about 40 

watts).
• Links back to a ground station, typically in the geographic area you are located in 

(Redmond serves this area).  System adapts as needed to link further away if/as 
necessary.

• There are multiple account types, with initial hardware cost ranging from ~$600 to 
~$2500.

• There are monthly service costs starting at about $120 (and ranging to over $500).
• As a business, Starlink is VERY DIFFICULT to work with (or even contact).

• BUT, it provides what you need, when you need it, where you need it.





You can get a 75 foot, or 150 foot, cable to go 
between the “dish” and the router. The cable uses 
proprietary connectors that are both difficult to 
connect, and easy to damage. Care is needed in 
connecting and using the cable.

The consumer version of Starlink does not 
include an ethernet connection on the router, 
you have to add an external adapter to get an 
ethernet connection






